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• PIETRA FILOSOFALE
…Che cosa propriamente fosse, è arduo dire, soprattutto perché
l'interpretazione del linguaggio alchemico segue vie divergenti:
per gli uni, i più, la pietra filosofale è una fantasiosa composizione
chimica, invano cercata dagli alchimisti, la quale avrebbe dovuto
possedere straordinarie virtù, come quella di trasformare qualsiasi
metallo vile in oro.
Altri, però, non sono di questo parere, e notano come in molti testi
alchemici si affermi esplicitamente che l‘opus magnum non è opera
materiale. Da essi il detto di Basilio Valentino…che il «trovare la pietra
nascosta»…corrisponda simbolicamente a un'esperienza interiore,
cercata e vissuta per fini di sviluppo spirituale.







During VVS, the fall in BP is mediated initially by
decreased CO with or without vasodilation.

The decrease in CO is secondary to SV reduction.

There has been much debate as to whether
decreased CO or vasodilation is the dominant
hypotensive mechanism preceding vasovagal
syncope.





In the pre-syncopal period, the cardiac index of
both early and late fainters fell by a mean of 39
per cent of baseline, in contrast to non-fainters,
whose cardiac index decreased by only 19 per
cent of baseline at the end of 20 min. of
orthostasis (< 0.001).

All fainters showed a marked fall in systolic,
diastolic and pulse pressure at the time of
presyncopal symptoms.



Circulation Research 2020

BP = SV x HR x SVR

The two major factors
lowering BP in T-VVS
were reduced SV and
cardioinhibition.



Traditionally, reflex syncope and orthostatic 
hypotension are
classified by their aetiology and clinical 
presentation

Traditionally, reflex syncope and
orthostatic hypotension are classified by
their aetiology and clinical presentation



Traditionally, reflex syncope and orthostatic 
hypotension are
classified by their aetiology and clinical 
presentation

The dominant mechanism of syncope
should be carefully assessed and assigned
to hypotensive or to bradycardic
phenotype, the choice of therapy
(counteracting hypotension or
bradycardia) depending on the given
phenotype…

The efficacy of therapy is largely
determined by the mechanism of syncope
rather than its aetiology or clinical
presentation



Mechanisms of non-cardiac syncope

Rivasi G et al. Kardiol Pol 2021

Non-cardiac syncope due to bradycardic
phenotype is likely when syncope occurs at the
time of an asystolic pause >3 s recorded during
a spontaneous event or induced by carotid
sinus massage or by tilt testing.



Mechanisms of non-cardiac syncope

Rivasi G et al. Kardiol Pol 2021

Non-cardiac syncope due to hypotensive phenotype is likely
when syncope occurs in patients who have constitutional or
drug-related persistent hypotension, or inappropriately low
blood pressure during ambulatory blood pressure monitoring,
or have hypotensive symptoms induced by tilt testing



The patients with persistent low
BP and those who show a
hypotensive susceptibility on tilt
testing seem to satisfy the
criteria for low BP phenotype.

Being only a concept, the
guidelines were unable to define
more precisely low-BP
phenotype.

Brignole M et al. J Hypertension
2021



Reflex 
syncope

(6 studies)

General 
population
(6 studies)

Total patients 6.516 64.968

Mean age 54±19 50±21

Females 56% 55%

Brignole M et al., J Hypertension 2021



Patients with reflex syncope have a different cardiovascular physiology
than in the general population

Brignole M et al., J Hypertension 2021



Patients with reflex syncope have a different cardiovascular physiology
than in the general population (J Hypertension 2021)
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BP = SV x HR x SVR



TT positivity is associated with neuroendocrine activation 
characterized by excess epinephrine and vasopressin release



Patients with reflex syncope have a different cardiovascular physiology
than in the general population (J Hypertension 2021)
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Reflex syncope occurs when orthostatic stress
or other typical triggers overcome the capacity
of these adaptive mechanisms, leadings to a
decrease in MAP and a reduced blood supply
to the brain.



to explore whether differences in
resting hemodynamic parameters
may be associated with tilt test
results in patients with suspected
reflex syncope…

5236 patients
TT induced reflex syncope in 3129 
(60%) patients 
and did not induce reflex syncope 
in 2107 (40%) patients.



Fedorowski A et al. Scientific Report 2021 

Low resting BP predisposes to positive response to TT
Hypertension protects from positive response to TT
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Our results suggest that patients with
TT-induced reflex syncope may have
increased resting vagal tone and/or
lower sympathetic tone, both expressed
by lower HR, and narrower
hemodynamic margins in the face of
orthostatic stress, expressed by lower
initial BP.





Why some subjects develop reflex syncope and others not ?

• The patients prone to reflex syncope demonstrate a different 
resting cardiovascular hemodynamic profile than general 
population

• The different resting cardiovascular hemodynamic profile in the 
syncope population underpins the genesis of reflex syncope instead 
of being a readily dismissed neurological phenomenon.

• This finding was completely unknown before this study and 
provides the rationale for the Hypotensive Phenotype





Non è facile scoprire la Pietra Filosofale […].
Gli alchimisti trascorrevano lunghi anni nei laboratori, guardavano quel
fuoco che purificava i metalli.
Fissavano il fuoco così a lungo che, a poco a poco, scomparivano dalle
loro menti tutte le vanità del mondo. E un bel giorno, poi scoprivano
che la purificazione dei metalli aveva infine purificato anche loro.

Paulo Coelho, L’Alchimista, 1988.




